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The Universalism of Christ
in Early Quaker Understanding
ARTHUR

0.

ROBERTS

CHRIST THE LIGHT

Early Friends often chose the Johannine metaphor "light" when
referring to religious experience. Light expressed their belief that
revelation is both inward and outward - their conviction that the
Word made flesh in Jesus Christ is one with the Word spoken within
each heart. Robert Barclay's Apology caught this in the phrase, "the
universal and saving light," which it expands as:
There is an evangelical and saving light and grace in everyone, and
the love and mercy of God toward mankind were universal, both in
the death of his beloved Son, the Lord Jesus Christ, and in the
manifestation of the light in the heart.
Such a doctrine, Barclay asserted, "in no way lessens or detracts from
the atonement and sacrifice of Jesus Christ, but on the contrary
magnifies and exalts it." To resist either form of God's revelation
brings one into moral judgment for refusal to listen when God
speaks. 1
This fusion of outward and inward revelation appealed to 17thcentury seekers unsatisfied by Puritan dogma. Such teaching did not
weaken but rather strengthened confidence in the saving force of
Jesus' life, death, and resurrection. It showed the Gospel to be
experiential as well as historical. The "universal and saving light"
principle subsequently strengthened confidence in the Christian Gospel for a variety of persons - for example, Protestant Norwegian
sailor Enoch Jacobsen, Hindu seeker P. C. Sirkar, and Eskimo animist
Uyagaq. 2
Philosophically the concept unites the universal and the particular
into an attractively coherent world-view: God's revelation gathers
into one river the three streams of understanding - sense perception,
reason, and intuition. During the early modem era this coherence
offered a creative alternative to other etforts to correlate Christian
particulars with general truth, i.e., mystical Platonism, Lockean empiricism, or individualistic Ranterism. The Quaker concept exhibited
aesthetic grace: the form of truth follows its function . Furthermore, it
o ffered a convincing theodicy. Although sovereign, God is fair.
Apart from pragmatic considerations of what will get people to
2

become or remain Quaker (as entrepreneurial an attitude as TV
evangelism) does this "Christ the Light" legacy satisfy seekers today?
Does it possess intellectual and spiritual integrity? Should our concept
of the Light be modified? Ifso, why, and how? Or has it stood the test
of time and simply needs articulate contemporary affirmation?
Recently a movement (or mood) called "Quaker Universalism" has
been challenging received interpretations. Is it appropriating or misappropriating our spiritual inheritance? Is it deepening or diluting
truth? In certain yearly meetings the issue has precipitated an identity
crisis, and fears of disunity or division. Clearly, reexamination of the
concept is timely. So also is prayer for Divine guidance that truth and
love equally may grace our dialogue.
VERSIONS OF UNIVERSALISM AND QUAKER RESPONSES

Perhaps we will be able to gain helpful insights if we consider
various versions of universalism and Quaker responses to them.
Within the broad compass of historic Christian theology the term
"Universalism" has been used in various sectors with respect to:
A. The agents of God's Revelation.
B. The scope of Christ's atonement.
C. Salvation beyond death.
D. The relationship between Christianity and other religions.
In each case there has been a challenge to certain doctrines of Christian
redemption and alternative interpretations have been ottered. Let's
consider each version and normative responses.
UNIVERSALISM TYPE

A:

no group is exclusively chosen as an agent of God)s revelation
Are certain ethnic or political groups God's elect people? If so, is
this choice unconditional or contingent, exclusive or inclusive? Ever
since Paul agonized about the historic role of his own people, the Jews
(cf. Rom. 9-12), Christians have pondered God's election of a particular group to accomplish divine purposes, e.g. for worship, knowledge
of the Law, prophetic witness, and messianic fulfillment. Calvinist
doctrines of unconditional election supported the irrevocable calling
of Israel and their ultimate return to covenant favor. Drawing upon
the model of Israel, Calvinist doctrines have sometimes undergirded
inferences that God favors certain ethnic or political groups - at least
in historic eras. Consider British-Israelism, the South African bruder3

bond, and United States' "manifest destiny'' (the religious dimensions
of which Jerry Falwell dramatiz.ed recently by championing Oliver
North). Calvin doesn't get all the credit for political messianism,
however. Consider "Third-Rome" postures within Russian Orthodoxy, 3 and liberationist movements within Roman Catholicism.
Broadly speaking, "Zionism" isn't limited either to the State of Israel
or to the Jewish people.
General Christian support. Type A universalism has always opposed
triumphalist ethniciry. From Jonah and Isaiah onward, Jewish and
Christian prophets have warned that God's election of groups for
divine purposes, however inscrutable, is never exclusivist. Originally
people welcomed Calvin's teaching about election as a "comfortable
doctrine" because it levelled king and commoner and made salvation
dependent upon free choice by a sovereign God rather than upon
social privilege or human effort. God selects persons from within
every tongue and tribe and nation. Ostensibly any nation could claim
Divine blessing if the godly ruled with justice.
More than is popularly recogniz.ed, Christian missionaries have
resisted etlmic privilege, whether claimed by the Roman Empire,
Spanish conquistadores, the British East India Company, the United
Fruit Company, or by nation states. In word and deed they have
affirmed that the people of God must transcend political self-interest.
Contemporary missiologies affirm a spiritual preparation for the
Gospel in all cultures. They accept Biblical teachings of the primacy of
Abrahamic faith over cult practice and believe that God's covenant is a
promise to all humanity. God's revelation may be time/ space specific
but it is never exclusive. These missiologists labor to separa~e cultural
from transcultural Biblical interpretations, in order to avoid parochialism.
Quaker Responses. Cutting through theological abstraction, George
Fox summariz.ed God's sovereign choice thus: "the election is in
Christ." Although peoples of the world may have their "day of
visitation," and like England discover tl1at the Kingdom has come to
them, no nation is God's favorite. As William Dewsbury said, nations
should quit trying to "build up Sion with blood." The Jewish nation is
the type, Christ the substance. In Christ Jesus "is the election and the
blessing, who is the Amen, the first and the last, and over all,
hallelujah, blessed forever; glory to the Lord God, Amen, Hallelujah. "4
Early Quakers strongly affirmed Type A universalism in at least
three ways. First, they advocated global mission in contrast to most

Protestants of the time. Friends believed the Gospel proclamation
would reach hearers because of the Spirit's prior witness within their
hearts. Quakers had their share of cultural biases but they never
deprecated the souls of animistic people or recommended that they be
exterminated so the earth could be tilled by God's elect. On the basis
of Lockean empiricism, the colonial theologian Jonathan Edwards
and other Puritans believed that God uses means (evangelistic
preaching) to gather the elect. Early Quakers shared this conviction
but insisted that God has means other than external human instrumentality - the Word preached in the heart. In this they were joined
by the "spiritual" Puritans. 5
Second, they judged exclusivism as an evidence of disobedience to
covenant election and a reversal of roles from godly oppressed to
worldly oppressor. To the Quakers persecution joined priestcraft and
empty ritual as marks of apostasy. Before his death on Boston
Common, Marmaduke Stephenson signed himself a "friend of truth, .
and sufferer for the seed's sake which is kept in bondage under
Pharaoh and his Taskmasters." 6
Third, the Quakers considered God's illumination of women and
men by Jesus, the Son of God, was as universal as the natural sun. But
that imagery did not mean that they were referring to a "natural light"
rather than a divine one, as their detra{.·tors often charged. The only
"natural light" is the sun. Fox never distinguished general revelation
·from that of the Light of Christ, and Christ encompassed all aspects of
human spiritual experience. They rejected a view of Divine election
based upon natural law or creation covenants.
This understanding of election contrasted sharply with Catholic
and Protestant views then current about human social order, which
had melded Greek notions of community and OT teachings about
providence. Fox's doctrine of election clearly subordinated state,
culture, and family to the primary community of Christ. The Quaker
view anticipated 20th-century love eiliics, which for Bonhoefter
involved the formation of Christ within me family, work, governance,
and religion. For early Friends, Christ - not religion - is the
universal. Christ fulfills all the covenants of God, not only wiili Israel
but witl1 other peoples as well. The following Foxian exhortation
proclaims the universal nature ofChrist as God's elect, railier than any
social or political entity:
... esteem all men and women, as iliey are God's creation; whose
natural sun shineth and rain falleth upon the just and unjust ... and
so doth God's eternal son of righteousness shine with his light, and
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grace, and spirit .... Thus doth he shine through all, and upon all,
and above all. 7
UNIVERSALISM TYPE

B:

the swpe of Christ,s atonement is unlimited

Calvinist theology asserted that the saving benefits of Christ's death
are limited to persons from every tribe and tongue and nation who in
the foreknowledge and sovereign purposes of God have been elected
to salvation. Generally they considered knowledge of the Biblical
story requisite for God's electing grace. Strict Calvinists professed
double predestination, that is, God chooses some persons for damnation and others for salvation. Moderates argued that because of total
depravity all deserve death but God has graciously chosen some for
salvation.
Against Calvin, the Anninians contended "that Jesus Christ by His
death and sufferings made an atonement for the sins of all mankind in
general, and of every individual in particular," contingent upon the
possession of true faith and the regenerating work of the Holy Spirit.
In 1618 the Synod of Dort condemned this view. The term "universalist'' was applied to it by Obadiah Howe in a 1648 published attack. 8
Quaker Response to Calvinism. Robert Barclay put the Quakers
clearly on the Anninian side. Christ died for all people: the atonement
is rntlimited. But they challenged the general Arminian assumption
that Biblical knowledge was requisite for salvation. Universal redemption, early Friends insisted, makes preaching truly "good news."
Barclay wrote : "Christ has tasted death for everyone (Heb. 2:9), not
merely for all kinds of men, as some foolishly say, but for everyone of
. every kind." 9 The "foolishness" of Calvinist predestination, stated
Barclay, citing ancient authorities, would make God grossly unfair to
humanity - he would be the author of sin - and it would make
Christ's mediation ineffective.
Dorian Bales has amply documented the judgment that the early
Quakers were "uncompromising foes" of doctrines of limited atonement, and formidable proponents of the view that a divine - not
merely a natural - saving light is given to everyone - a light universal
in time and space. 10
Quaker response to Socinianism: The Socinian movement (out of
which modern universalism and unitarianism emerged) ottered an
alternative to Calvinist doctrines oflimited atonement: they by-passed
the whole concept. The Polish Brethren and other followers of the

16th-century reformer Faustus Socinus accepted the miracles and the
virgin birth (signs ofJesus' uniqueness) and a modified adoptionism
(after the resurrection Jes us became the Christ) . They did not believe,
however, that Jesus' death effected forgiveness of sins, considering
rather that God forgave humanity simply on the basis of repentance
and good works. They denied original sin and the general resurre~on
of the body. They believed all divine knowledge comes from the Bible
which should be interpreted rationally.
Because of shared convictions, such as opposition to war, advocacy
of religious tolerance, rejection of sacramental necessity, and the
questioning of traditional trinitarian language, Quakers were often
linked with the Socinian movement and its English proponents such
as John Biddle. William Penn's Sandy Foundatwn Shaken, until amplified by Innocency with Her Open Face, seemed to parallel Socinian
thought. But the Quakers recognized certain crucial differenc~,
particularly in respect to revelation by the Spirit. John Good':m
moved in a unitarian direction, but not George Fox and other leading
Friends. Barclay was certainly aware of Socinian teachings through
the Racovian Catechism of 1605 and various pamphlet exchanges. In
the Apology he takes Socinians to task for lodging authority in human
reason rather than the Spirit. For Barclay such a neglect of the
foundation for right reason explained why they claimed Christ's
atonement to be unnecessary. 11
Friends restated Christian Logos theology. Christ is the Word whose
coming in the flesh, glorified by the passion and the resurrection,
confirms the "voice of the true teacher." It is my judgment that "by
refusing to separate the Christ in the heart from the Christ whose
blood was shed on Calvary, Quakers walked a narrow road between
[Socinian type] universalism, which renders Jesus' death unnecessary,
and election, which renders it arbitrary." They walked between the
horns of the dilemma. 12
UNIVERSALISM TYPE

C:

salvatwn can occur beyond death

The term universalism also refers to the question of final salvation.
(For many persons this is the usual connotation of the term.) Universalism type C is "a belief which affirms that in the fullness of time all
souls will be released from the penalties of sin and restored to God." 13
These restorationists believe everyone will be saved in the afterlife.
They base this hope on Christ's atonement remaining meritorious in
7
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the afterlife. This extends Roman Catholic teaching about purgatory,
an intermediate state from which persons in the process of salvation
will be perfected for entrance to heaven.
Origen)s view. A third century theologian, Origen, proposed this
view. Proffered salvation can be refused - but finally will not be even by the devil and his angels, he speculated, due to the power of
God's eternal love. Origen expressed Christian thought in Platonic
terms, that is, he subordinated particular things and events ("shadows") to universal ideas-as the true realities. On the nature of Christ
the incarnate Word, Origen wrote: "it is clear that the Son of God was
both wholly present in the body [Jesus] and wholly present everywhere. . . . For it is impossible to talk about part of something
incorporeal or that any division could take place in it. Rather, it exists
in all and through all and above all [cf. Eph. 1:22-23] in ... the way
wisdom or word or life or truth is understood." Thus nothing can
evade Christ's Presence.
The goodness and freedom of God, and the nature of human beings
created in God's image (though fallen), Origen believed, logically
supports the view that the benefits of Christ's sacrifice will extend
beyond death. The first journey of the soul, he said, takes place by
stages in the flesh, from virtue to virtue. The other journey is the one
by which the soul "in gradually ascending to the heavens after the
resurrection, does not reach the highest point unseasonably, but is led
through many stages. In them it is enlightened stage by stage; it
always receives an increase of splendor, illumined at each stage by the
light of Wisdom, until it arrrives at the Father of lights H imself (cf
Jas. 1:17) ." Ultimately love will win even the most recalcitrant sinners
to a free acceptance of God's grace. In this he concurred with other
Greek church fathers, Clement his teacher, and Gregory of Nyssa.
Augustine rejected this extension of grace as speculative and not
Scripturally warranted. Particularly because he included Satanic recalcitrants, Origen was deemed heretical at a council in 553 A . O. 14
The Universalist denomination. Universalism Type C received
American expressions in the 18th century through John Murray, a
Methodist, and Elhanan Winchester, a Baptist. They believed that
although all souls are corrupted with original sin, Christ as head of the
human family brings universal salvation. They found Scriptural support from the verse "As in Adam all die, so in Christ shall all be made
alive" (Rom. 5:18-19 and others such as Acts 3:21. Eph . J:9-IO. 1 Cor.
15:22). Hosea Ballou, another former Baptist, gave American Universalism its definitive form. He held to a moral influence view of

Christ's atonement rather than the substitutionary position held by
Murray, e.g., "Christ suftered on behalf of mankind but not in their
place." Universalist churches spread during .the 19th century but ?"1en
declined. In 1961 the orgaruzanon merged with the Umtar1ans to torm
the American Unitarian Universalist Association. By this time specific
Christian doctrines had given way to more general religious affirmations of the sort characteristic ofType D universalism (noted below).
Other Christians, however, questioning how to reconcile God's love
with even limited eternal pooishment, sometimes selected this kind of
universalist answer. 15
C. S. Lewis) mediating approach. In his fantasy, The Great Divorce, the
late C. S. Lewis pondered a variant to Type C universalism: God's
grace transcends time but doesn't. annul self-choice: The book is an
oblique commentary on Christ's hberatIIig descent mto hell (1 Peter
p8-22), explicating George Macdonald's views about the ultimately
retrospective nature of good and evil. Lewis portrays hell as providing
effortless material options to dissatisfied and increasingly diminshed
persons. An omnibus, however, convey~ to heaven any who choose to
go. Some begin the long ride but only a tew complete 1t. On the shores
of heaven travelers feel small and transparent in relationship to the
"solid people" who would help them reach the nearby mountain of
Divine joy. They complain of prior unfair treatment and that heaven's
grass hurts their feet. Most refuse the Divine plea. Macdonald concludes:
There are only two kinds of people in the end: those who say to
God, "Thy will be done," and those to whom God says, in the end,
"thy will be done." All that are in Hell, chose it. Without that
self-choice there could be no Hell. No soul that seriously and
constantly desires joy will ever miss it. Those who seek find . To
those who knock it is opened. 16
Quaker responses. How did Quakers respond to universalism Type
C? Generally they rejected it, on the grounds of God's justice and
respect for human freedom. God confronts human sinfulness by the
Light within and a gracious "Day of Visitation" but brings judgment
upon the finally impenitent who freely reject Divine love. Samuel
Fisher represented early Friends in stressing present inward states
represented by the terms heaven and hell. But he also acknowledged
that heaven and hell have a time and place reterence. His "realizable
eschatology" is typically Quaker, although he elaborated a more
sophisticated theory of the self than did others. In his trichotomous
model body, soul, and spirit make up one compositum - the human
9
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creature, which will never cease "to have some being or other, either
good or evil to all eternity," crowned by or divested of the image of
God. 17 Barclay likewise cautioned readers against false inferences from
the Quaker emphasis upon inwardness. He considered it slanderous
to charge Friends with denying any heaven or hell except that which is
Within. 18

Persons holding this view of universalism are scandalized by Christian doctrines of atonement. Some of these persons come from
outside the Christian tradition, others from within. In either case they
believe particular salvation claims denigrate other religions, nurture
ignorance, destroy community, and hinder political ecumenicity.
Currently Christian fundamentalism seems to demonstrate these alleged results of exclusivity (some critics include Jewish and Muslim
fundamentalists, too).
External criticism of exclusivity and Christian responses. External
criticism of Christian particularism is nothing new to the Church.
From the outset Hellenists considered Christianity an affront to
universal values and aspirations. Before his conversion, the Jewish
Hellenist Paul thought so. He harassed the church and put Stephen to
death until he came to believe (through a divine visitation) that Jesus
Christ really fulfills the messianic function of reconciling groups to
each other (Jew-Gentile, slave-free, etc.) as well as humanity to God.
Gnostic Hellenists also opposed Christianity's particularist claims.
Gnosticism "professed to be universal, incorporating whatever of
truth had been disclosed in any of the faiths to which mankind gave
allegiance." 19 Humanist scholars such as Celsus and Porphyry considered Christianity irreligious and unethical because followers of
Jesus had crafted a picture of their hero in standard mythological form
but then claimed unique standing buttressed by unprovable revelations.
Early Church scholars wrote volumes either to prove that Christianity does provide unifying coherence, fulfilling Jewish covenant and
Greek thought, or they exposed the immorality, sophistry, irrational
idolatry, violence, and provinciality imbedded within alternatives to
faith in Jesus Christ as Lord. Early Christians were charged with being
atheists, that is, denying universal principles. This charge reflected a
Stoic philosopy that empire, not the word made flesh in Jesus,

represents the incarnation of the Logos. After all, the emperor took the
title "pontifex maximus," the supreme bridge between Divine purpose and human endeavor. Marcus Aurelius wrote concerning the
sacred universal bond: "There is one universe made up of everything,
and one God who pervades everything, and one substance, one law,
one common reason in all intelligent animals, and one truth." He
considered Christians obstinate, not accepting the deterministic flow
of reality through life and death. 20 To him they were enemies of the
state, for they called Jesus Lord rather than Caesar. By contrast, in
returning good for evil instead of helping the emperor kill barbarians,
the Christians believed they affrmed universal truth, and that the
Kingdom of God, not empire; offered true ecumenicity.
Internal criticism of exclusiviry. From within Christianity itself traditional claims for a unique and necessary atonement through Jesus
Christ have been challenged by persons who prefer to place Jesus in
series with other important religious figures. These critics considered
Christianity a significant aspect of religious pluralism. During the
Renaissance and Enlightenment eras a heightened emphasis upon
Greek thought and culture contributed to this outlook. In the modem
era the development and application of scientific method provided
grounds for challenging special revelation and supernaturalism. Theological theories of the cosmos, the human person, and society
became supplemented, if not replaced, by empirical descriptions from
geology, biology, psychology, sociology, political science, and economics. Biblical criticism, cultural anthropology, ethics, mythology,
comparative religion, and mysticism seemed to offer Christians scientifically acceptable means to legitimate religious experience. Holding
hands with other religions against a world-threatening secular tide
seemed wise, so differences were down-played and commonalities
elevated. General terms were chosen over particular, e.g. "beloved
Community'' instead of"Church," or "evident spirituality'' over "faith
in Christ." Experiential dogmas replaced propositional ones. Nuclear
threat and parochial political systems offered further impetus for
subordinating Christian particulars to more generalized religious
coherence. In respect to our particular topic, we can say these persons
came to believe there is no necessary causal connection between Jesus'
death and human spirituality.
Quaker accommodation to challenges. Quakers arose at the beginning
of the modern era. The Socinians whom they opposed became the
foundation for later Unitarianism, which started out as a Christian
sect but a quarter century ago found its tradition too intellectually
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UNIVERSALISM TYPED:

exclusivist Christianity must yield to inclusivist religion

confining. The movement exhibits the tendency for Type D universalism to move away from a Christian to a broadly religious base. One
can sketch ~ertain shifts within Quakerism that lead toward a roughly
parallel un_iversahsm: a general mystical or rational rather than specifi~ally Chnstian understanding of the Spirit, a focus on the dynamics
ot worship per se, a preference for syllogistic rather than referential uses
of tradi~ional terms such as Light and Seed, and a passion for affirming
humanity globally without trying to convert persons specificallv to
Christianity.
'
Following World War II a vigorous evangelical communitv of faith
arose. It ofl:ered a strong theoretical and practical apologe~ic, conscious of the challenges to Christianity but sophisticated in meeting
them. 21 Quakers shared in this renewal of firm Christian apologetic.
The Quaker Theological Discussion Group, the Faith and Lite Movement, the New Foundation Movement, and individual research and
writing evidence this significant witness.
Early Quaker responses. Early Quakers could not affirm Type D
umversalism. Why not? Superficially it would seem to be entailed bv
their doctrine of universal redemption. Their denial follows sever~!
lines of reasoning.
First, they were convinced of the unique events in salvation historv
and the trustworthiness of written testimony about it. The Snipture.s
are the "true and faithful record" of divine revelation. "We believe,"
wrote Barclay, "that everything which is recorded in the holy scriptures concermng the birth, lite, miracles, sutkring, resurrection, and
ascension of Christ actually happened. " 22
Second, they were convinced of Christ's Presence in their midst.
The o.ntological entity experienced meant more to them than a psychic
expenence. Early Quakers believed in the objectivity of both inward
experiences of Christ and outward historical events testified to bv the
Scriptures. Revelation by the Spirit certified the historical incarn~tion
through the Scriptures. Revelation by the Spirit also confirmed Christ
within. It is abundantly evident that the Quakers affirmed that Jesus
Christ and the Light are one. They affirmed a realizable eschatology,
Chnst present now as well as coming. The Quaker awakening ottered
the world a distinctly Christian doctrine of the Spirit, Jesus Christ
teaching his people himself. Lewis Benson helped many modern
Fnends to acknowledge (some to promote) this earlv Quaker vision of
Christ the Prophet and Teacher, gathering followe~s once more into
true Gospel order. He also helped some modern Friends to accept this
view as a "live option" and not just as clarified history. Dorian Bales

considers Benson's reconstruction of early Quaker beliefs a direct
reaction to a Quaker non-Christian universalism which he saw as a
threat to Quakerism. 23
Third, they considered humanity in need of, and dependent upon,
God's grace to redeem from sin and recover a nature intended by God
at creation. Fox's metaphor of the ocean of light is meaningful only in
relationship to an ocean of darkness. Quakers didn't deny sin, only
that people don't have to be stuck in it. The flaming sword need not
bar them from the paradise of God. Over against rationalist detractors, Quakers affirmed that human will and reason were insufficient to
bring restoration: God's grace provides it. Christ's passion and resurrection is the procuring cause of human salvation.
Fourth, they were convinced that the church witnesses the covenant
with Christ. Gathered out of the world, this covenant ofl:ers Gospel
fellowship, order, community, and outreach. William Penn spoke of
primitive Christianity revived. For disillusioned soldiers such as
William Dewsbury, the Lord was gathering the elect out of captivity
by religious formalism, to become jewels for the crown, Jesus Christ.
They envisioned their King of Kings conquering the nations not by
the sword but by his Spirit. 24 These early Friends were now in the
"camp of the Lord," in tlle "Lamb's War," to use Nayler's phrase.
Their metaphors signified Christ, not conceptualized truths. Early
Friends often cited the book of Hebrews in support of their understanding of the inwardness of the New Covenant, beyond "types and
shadows." Penington, Burroughs, Farnsworth, Dewsbury, Howgill,
N ayler, and Fox all understood covenant in terms of Christ within the
h~art. 25 But 0ey also understood the visible church to be a special
faith community. They were to obey Christ as a people, not just as
solitary individuals. Inclusivist in their understanding of salvation, in
their understanding of the Church they were exclusivist. (Standardized use of the term "Society of Friends" makes it easy for some people
to forget that the Quaker awakening sought to revive not supplant the
Christian church.)
In a book popularly known as The Anarchy of the Ranters, Barclay
warned early Friends against dangers arising from individualistic
claims for spiritual leadings. He illustrated the holistic epistemology
characteristic of early Friends: God's revelation includes empirical
manifestations, sound reason, and compatible intuitions. For Barclay
the Church is the body of Christ, a witness to the Cross. As such it has
order and government. People who are attended by Christ, he stated,
who cannot bear the reproach of the cross of Christ, sow division and
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x
revile those who have begotten them through the gospel. In Barclay's
3udgment, "Jesus Christ, the King and Head ofthe Church," ordained
church government, the apostles practiced it, and tl1e contemporary
church has the same necessity and provision for the same power. He
defended the terms Church and Christian against those who point out
hypocrisies and perversions. Church order includes practices and
doctrines, which are no encroachment on liberty but an evidence of
unity. The commands of Christ continue in force. That Christ commanded and early Christians concurred does not detract from Spirit
leadership but rather reinforces it. The same Spirit which leads us to
believe the doctrines and principles of the trutl1 leads us to sustain
~ity by order and government under Christ. A Church is "a gathermg of people with the same principles, doctrines and points of taith,
w~ereby as a body they become distinguished from others." The way
to identify such a people is by considering the principles and grounds
upon which they are gathered - "the terms that have drawn us
together." Ifpersons teach otherwise the body can and should protest.
Such dissenters "cut themselves off from becoming members, by
d1ssolvmg the very bond by which they were linked to tl1e body."
Forbearance is one thing, but clain1ing revelations and rights of
conscience contrary to what has been received as truth is another
thing.
To summarize Barclay's conclusions: i) The Church of Christ
consists of a visible people united by certain principles and practices,
2) the outward form of government pertains to meetings, etc.,
3) governance pertains outwardly to charity and moral discipline,
inwardly to right principles, 4) the infallible Spirit brings judgment
and unity in the case of disputes, 5) this infallibility rests only in the
Spirit and not in people, places, or structures, 6) authority generally
flows from Christ through elders and ministers, 7) submission and
obedience is congenial with the leadership of the Spirit, and 8) these
principles in no way demean the true liberty of conscience. 2 6
Elton Trueblood commends Barclay for understanding that the
church is a divinely ordered "fellowship of verification," essential
because all clain1s of religious authority are routed through hwnan
experience, which individually needs to be tested by the Spirit in
others, including contemporary congregations. 2 7
CONCLUSION

I have described four types of universalism within Christian history:
14

Type A, no group is chosen as exclusive agent of God's revelation,
Type B, the scope of Christ's atonement is unlimited,
Type C, salvation can occur beyond deam, and
Type D, Christian exclusiveness must yield to religious inclusiveness.
I have summarized reasons supporting mese views and a few historical
developments. I have garnered early Quaker responses to these positions. Responses by early Quakers indicate mat mey affirmed w1iversalism, Type A, "no group is chosen as exclusive agent of God's
revelation." They also affirmed universalism Type B, "the scope of
Christ's atonement is unlimited," but mey rejected Socinian implications mat me atonement was unnecessary. Early Quakers rejected
universalism Type C, "salvation can occur beyond death" (as do most
Christians, reluctantly - as an acceptance of a God who will judge
fairly but will never coerce love). Early Quakers rejected universalism
Type D, "Christian exclusiveness must yield to religious inclusiveness."
Type D seems presently to be at issue. Thoughtful consideration of
normative Quaker understandings about election and atonement will
certainly address some concerns raised by persons favoring religious
universalism - focusing on actions not words, accepting varied
religious experience, recognizing God's spirit within diverse cultures,
holding interfaim dialogue, and avoiding partisan violence. But such
consideration will not answer all their concerns. The "scandal of
Christian particularity'' will remain until they become spiritually
convinced, as earlier seekers were, of me present reality of the historic
Christ. And convinced of the Church as a community gathered by
Christ. Such convincements do occur; our movement has a good track
record for garnering seekers into a unity of Christian life and thought.
Friends who oppose religious universalism will want to demonstrate
meir convictions in me power of the Spirit, not simply in debate. True
tolerance requires faithfulness to convictions as well as openness to
oiliers. This is difficult to achieve.
A personal word. In "Paths Toward a Quaker Future," which
appeared in several Friends periodicals during 1987-88, I cautioned
Friends against taking mis universalist path, believing that it erodes
me Christian base, makes Christ marginal, and confuses truth claims
wim cultural relativism. Now mat modem man has recovered a
capacity to receive mystery, let us not deprecate Christianity's witness
to divine revelation. Let us not mute the Word God has spoken. From
me standpoint of our considered religious testimony and experience,
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to put a Quaker label on religious fellowships that deny central and
convening convictions of its own Christian heritage only increases the
scandal of particularity, and that without the balance of empirical,
rational, and intuitive verification.
In short, don't start a new religion to encompass all religions and
call it Quaker. So I ask persons holding religious universalist doctrines
to remain in the worshiping fellowship as seekers, but not as members
or leaders. Don't subvert an historically Christian movement. It is not
right to remove the ancient landmarks.

10 . See ''Apology in Context," pp. 175-76; also Chapter V. Bales shows how
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(Quaker Life, June, 1988), Chuck Fager asserts that Barclay's view of the
invisible, universal church, reflecting faithful persons in any religion or
culture, otters an historic Quaker rationale for admitting non-Christians
into meeting membership. But the rationale is distorted and incomplete
(so also arguments drawn from Jesus and the Bible). Fager has used Type
A universalism to justify Type D. Barclay clearly difterentiates between
that invisible community of persons who heed what light they have (even
"twilight") and that visible community of faith gathered by Jesus Christ.
Barclay states: " ... to be a member of a particular church of Christ not
only is this inward work [faithful response to the Light] indispensably
necessary, but also proression of belief in Jesus Christ and in the holv
truths delivered by his Spirit in the scriptures" (Apo!., ed. Freiday, Prop. X,
p. 175).
27. D. Elton Trueblood, Robert Barclay (Harper and Row, 1968), pp. 136-7.

